
2021 Season Sponsorship Opportunities



what is cog?
Conversations On the Green, known as COG, is a cross between the “PBS 
News Hour” and a community town hall, a showcase for headliners from 
across America to talk with Americans in their living rooms. 

Think of it as a dinner conversation among erudite guests, the only 
national talk show that chats with – rather than talks to – Americans, that 
involves them in the conversation and introduces them to leaders who 
shape public policy in a free-flowing exchange of ideas.  

Founded as a grassroots effort to raise money for charities helping the 
most vulnerable residents of Connecticut, COG is surging to national 
prominence as the pre-eminent forum for the country’s leading voices to 
explore the issues that affect Americans’ daily lives.   

Although tied to current events, COG’s in-depth symposiums transcend 
the traditionally opaque media curtain to examine the historical, political, 
social and ethical roots of the national conversation. So they turn into high 
level seminars, televised group discussions.



A quality inheritance. A New England, town-hall style forum that for eight years attracted national 
headliners, COG became beloved and grew beyond its home, attracting audiences from Maine to 
Pennsylvania.  

In response to this burgeoning success, Connecticut Public Television (CPTV) in 2019 began broadcasting 
the forums – with up to 6 repeats. This year COG adjusted to the pandemic, which forced the cancellation 
of its town halls, by going virtual and also began live streaming its symposiums around the world. 

Panelists in 2020 included a who’s who of the country’s most admired influencers: Nobel laureates such as 
Joe Stiglitz and Paul Krugman, the iconic restaurateur Danny Meyers, the historian Jon Meacham, former 
Secretary of State Madeline Albright, humanitarian and New York Times Columnist Nick Kristof, et al.  

Now COG is going national. In 2021 it will be distributed to PBS stations around the country though 
American Public Television, the country’s premiere syndicator of public television programming, and 
should be available in most major markets. The most trusted name in television, PBS provides a designer 
audience of tens of millions of educated, curious consumers who consider sponsorship a public service. 
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A STELLAR RECORD OF TRUSTED EDITORIAL WITH ALL THE SIZZLE OF A NEW NATIONAL PROGRAM. 

• COG has proven track record of 8 years, putting a human face on complex and important issues. 

• COG connects viewers with iconic experts - Nobel Laureates and small business owners; White House 
correspondents and newspaper readers; members of the SCOTUS bar and anyone interested in the law. 

• Racism.  Social Justice. Climate Change.  COG attracts leading authorities and tackles the most pressing 
topics with sensitivity and consideration, creating an advanced seminar, putting the audience in the 
classroom.  

NATIONAL ROLLOUT OF CONVERSATION ON THE GREEN. SPONSORS BENEFIT FROM THE EXCITEMENT 
AND PROMOTION OF A PRODUCT LAUNCH WITH CONFIDENCE IN THE EXPERIENCE AND RELIABILITY 
OF A PROVEN RECORD  



MEET Jane whitney

News experience with the human touch. During a 25-
year career in television, Jane Whitney often has been 

heralded for her “earthy sensibility” and her unique 
affinity for connecting with audiences. She hosted the 
nationally syndicated TV program "The Jane Whitney 
Show" for Warner Bros and has anchored broadcasts 

for PBS, CNN and CNBC. Previously, she was a 
correspondent for NBC News based in Central 

America as well as a reporter for "Entertainment 
Tonight." Her political columns and social 

commentaries have appeared in The New York Times 
Magazine, Newsweek and The New York Observer. 

Supporting Jane is an experienced news team with 
awards such as Emmys and a Pulitzer prize. 

OUR COG Moderator





COG connects and unites. In an era when corporations need to stand for something, the program provides a 
broad and pervasive mantle of association with commitment and empowerment.  

Rooted in small town America with a federally recognized mission to unite and educate, COG binds neighbor 
to neighborhood, citizen to country. This unique community commitment, which sponsors inherit, is invaluable 
as the producer is a non-profit that donates all net proceeds to charities helping the country’s most 
vulnerable.  

COG is a showcase for sponsors’ sensitivity to the “long arc of history” and lets them stand for a clear set of 
values that create a tangible connection with consumers and employees. Sponsorship provides an avenue into 
the multi-cultural tapestry of diverse communities and demonstrates a commitment to inclusivity by 
supporting programming dedicated to providing a voice to the voiceless.  

Connected



The COG season begins in late April/early May and runs through late October/early November and this year consisted of eight shows. 
In 2021, there will be 12 programs with forums planned on Climate Change, The Politics of Sports, Racism, SCOTUS, The Pandemic, 
The Future of the Political Parties, National Security, etc. (Shows’ focus will depend on events and will be announced later.)

the cog 2020 season



• More than 162.7 million people - 
70% of all US TV households - watch 
PBS on television within a year.  

•63.7 million Primetime viewers 
each month 

•14 million unique monthly 
PBS.org visitors 

•146 Million episodes streamed 
per year across platforms

COG & pbs, a strong partnership

• PBS viewers are most likely to 
purchase from sponsorship 
messages compared to other 
networks of the competitive set 

• 74% of viewers appreciate the 
clutter-free environment, and 57% 
have a more favorable view of a 
brand for sponsoring PBS 

• 61% of viewers say that sponsors are different and better than other 
networks, and half say that PBS sponsors are high quality brands. 



Unrivaled Experience  

for an Active Community

COG is a catalyst that helps confident, intelligent, affluent 
people by challenging their ideas and providing a safe space 
for the community to engage with highly regarded authorities.



An Audience of influential explorers

halo effect

agree that investing for the 
future is very important to them

prefer traveling to places they’ve 
never been while on vacation

agree that continuing to learn 
throughout life is very important

On air, as a sponsor of public television your brand shines in its uncluttered, trusted 
environment. Public television member stations create personal connections to their 
viewers. The result is a sponsorship that delivers for your brand. 

say companies who sponsor PBS 
provide a valuable public service

agree sponsors are committed 
to quality & excellence

agree that PBS sponsor messages 
are seen as different & better

Sources: MRI GfK Doublebase 2017 and Commercialism Research, City Square Associates, January - February 2016

81% 73% 89%

71% 68% 64%



Broadcast sponsorship package : CT Public

ON-AIR 
• 12 one-hour programs with a minimum of two repeats on CPTV as well as 

three airings per program on CPTV Spirit.  Each program will be archived for 
online streaming on a COG series webpage with sponsor recognition. 

•Sponsor burned-in recognition at the top and bottom of the program for 
on-air and digital downloads.Total: 72 Sponsor IDs 

•Sponsor 15-or 30-second marketing spots at top and bottom of each 
broadcast on CPTV.Total: 72 Marketing Spots 

•Sponsor audio/video recognition on 25, 30-second CPTV tune-in 
promotional spots prior to each program.Total: 150 Promos with Sponsor ID 

•Sponsor audio recognition on 15, 30-second WNPR tune-in promotional 
spots prior to each program.Total: 90 Promos with Sponsor ID 

•Time Bank -Each sponsor can choose from either 45, 30-second spots on 
CPTV or 90, 15-second spots on Connecticut Public Radio (WNPR) to use at 
their discretion for their own marketing purposes. 

PRINT 
•Connecticut Magazine-Five, program promotional ads with sponsor logo 

recognition (June-October). 78,000+ subscribers per issue. 

DIGITAL 
•National Distribution on Wavelength. Sponsor will receive 15-second 

marketing spot to air at the top and bottom of the program, plus burned-in 
sponsor ID. 

•Podcast 30-second sponsor pre-roll or mid-roll spot in all  
Conversations On the Green podcasts (placement based on availability). 

•Web banner ads (300x250) on all CT Public platforms promoting the 
program (annual). 

•Web banner ads (300x250) on all CT Public platforms for sponsors own 
marketing purposes (annual). 

VIRTUAL EVENT SPONSORSHIP 
•Sponsor recognition on Conversation On the Green website. 

•Sponsor recognition on the livestream webpage, sponsor spot and  
burned-in recognition at the top and bottom of the livestream event. 

•Sponsor will be provided with password for free access to all  
livestream events. 

•Sponsor recognition on COG subscriber invitation email.



Broadcast sponsorship package : National

ON-AIR 
• 12 one-hour programs syndicated nationally. Each program will be 
archived for online streaming on a COG series webpage with sponsor 
recognition. 

• Presenting & Title Sponsorship 

• Sponsor burned-in recognition at the top and bottom of the program for 
on-air and digital downloads. 

PRINT  
• Sponsor recognition on press releases 

DIGITAL 
• Sponsor recognition on the live stream webpage and burned-recognition 

at the top and bottom of the livestream event. 

• Podcast 30-second sponsor pre-roll or mid-roll spot in all  
Conversations On the Green podcasts (placement based on availability). 

• Sponsor burned-in recognition at the top and bottom of the program for 
on-air and digital downloads. 

• Sponsor recognition on livestream ticketing 

• Web banner ads (300x250) on COG platforms promoting the program 
(annual). 

VIRTUAL EVENT SPONSORSHIP 
• Sponsor recognition on Conversation On the Green website. 

•Sponsor recognition on the livestream webpage, sponsor spot and  
burned-in recognition at the top and bottom of the livestream event. 

• Sponsor will be provided with password for free access to all  
livestream events. 

• Sponsor recognition on COG subscriber invitation email.

The show will be syndicated nationally through American Public Television, the premiere distributor of PBS programs to the 
country’s 340-plus public television stations, which reach 98 percent of all Americans. 

The number of stations accepting any particular program can vary but will typically fall within a 50 and 80 percent range. When 
producers hire an experienced Stations’ Relations Executive, which COG has done, station acceptance trends towards 80 
percent. Note that shows about public affairs traditionally have a smaller distribution footprint that other types of programming.





conversationsonthegreen.com




